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Words reflect my LIFE
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“????? ? ?????” “darkness In Light”
 
'????? ??? ????? ????? ??,
?? ??? ?? ?? ????? ???? ??'
“The episode started from Shrine.
When I was blessed to this World”
 
'???? ??? ??? ???? ??? ????,
??? ????? ??? ?????? ????'
“A bud became a beautiful Flower,
Fragrance also reflects its beauty”
 
'?? ???? ?? ??? ?????? ??,
???? ????? ?????? ???? ??'
“When I was trapped in tragedy of the Time,
Bad deeds put on wrong Path”
 
'??? ????? ????? ??? ????,
????? ?? ????? ??? ????'
“Became an Ornaments at Brothel,
From prosperity, became Prostitute”
 
???!
Wish!
 
'??? ???? ?? ???? ?????,
“????? ????? ?? ???? ?????'
“I would also have such wonderful deeds,
Desires also weaved by my dreams”
 
'??? ???? ?? ??? ??? ????,
??? ??? ???? ?? ????'
“Would have such a bliss in my Soul,
Might the Bride of a Home”
 
 
 
-??? ????
-Samar Sudha
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Samar Sudha
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A Bird's Desire
 
'Inside a steel cage, seeking outside.
Here getting feed without any effort'
 
 
'Time seems Golden, when used to fly too farther for feed'
 
 
'Open air, always fear to flow away.
But here not fear but stopped on a stage'
 
 
'Nothing to rush, nothing to make.
Kind a shell seems like the Jail'
 
 
'Its been long ago when i saw the sky.
Will ever see or would my wings let me fly'
 
Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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A Dark Knight
 
'This night with no star shining in my sky,
Seems as someone stolen my sleep from my eyes'
 
'Too much silence which now hurt,
But sometimes it has even worth'
 
'Some how as i fallen sleep,
Nothing was there, either to keep'
 
'Next day, I would start my day,
Where to go, will find the way'
 
Samar Sudha
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A Name Of Compassion 'Mother Teresa'
 
'On body she wears cheap sari, in height even bit short,
 
Having firm courage, in her mind she had strong Quotes'
 
'First step she had taken to be nun in life, with no more leisure and desire,
 
As all we know, on holy path no one could get bliss but the hurting fire'
 
'She was accepting what comes on her way,
 
It was her humble nature that's let her stay'
 
'She tried to treat, which can't be cured,
 
It wasn't any magic in her hand but help of the Lord'
 
'What is dreadful, she doesn't have that sense,
 
Sympathy, respect even acceptance for  who is being helpless'
 
'Hugs for leprosy and love for slumy people,
 
It was her behaviour to keep it carries as her Goal'
 
'From a chair she started her first school,
 
Which became after the living life tool'
 
'Everything had been showered even a moment of her life,
 
Given such lessons, no matter one is fair or in heart has knife'
 
'she had such relation with humanity,
 
By getting rid of such insanity'
 
'It was her worship towards lord and actually the passion,
 
She is The Mother Teresa, A Name of Compassion'
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-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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A Walk To Heaven With Meditation
 
'In a deep breath I started this walk,
 
But in initial it was quite hard'
 
 
 
'As far as breathing in and out,
 
The path becoming smoother'
 
 
 
'In beginning, I was in my own control,
 
But with the word OM I just started flying'
 
 
 
'To have more of its experience,
 
I placed thumb on my forehead'
 
 
 
'Shower of cinders all around,
 
Was like to see the eruption of Volcano'
 
 
 
'The frame of mind was not in own control,
 
And after the sudden disaster, there was a fresh Arena'
 
 
 
'The cloudy mist touch my face,
 
Which put such calmness in my heart'
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'Having fresh air in my sinus,
 
so clear vision in my mind'
 
 
 
'Feet become so light,
 
Veins having such amazing sensations'
 
 
 
'Have lots of journey with opened eyes,
 
But never had such a soothing one'
 
 
 
'In this sitting had such remarkable journey,
 
Which have lost in sake of earning'
 
 
 
'Meditate yourselves to make strong enough,
 
In this hardiest life the competition is tough'
 
 
 
'Patients will be enriched in your mind soil
 
No hurdles would be there on the path of Goal'
 
 
 
-Samar Sudha
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''Again A Dark Night''
 
Again a day has set down, and Again I didn't fall sleep.
 
Now I fall in Love with these awaken knights.
 
Not having problem with these dim lights.
 
These knight stirs my mind, I could think better than ever,
 
Blowing winds making sounds like that hear never.
 
The moon light comes
With the cool winds,
 
Something I could hear, but without strings
 
Into the window a pears dropped inside the room,
 
The pears was the thoughts bomb, just bang! and Boom!
 
When I saw outside, an angel was in the sky.
 
Had pears necklace, that was even fly.
 
Sometimes I think, there is anything Wrong in me?
 
Something strange happen
Other doesn't but I can see.
 
Wondering in these I fell asleep,
 
Nothing more left, there is to reap.
 
Morning alarm, rang always it rings,
 
Started seeking, the previous night's the  thoughts of wings.
 
-Samar Sudha
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''Death Is Actually To Born''
 
What is happening to me,
This night I'm feeling so free.
As my soul leaving my body, and It feels so light.
Calmness is now everywhere, even here its all white.
Such a Satisfaction is here that i never had,
Now I'm not judgemental, what is right either, or bad.
Neither I'm breathing nor blinking my eyes.
Neither setting suns here nor days rise.
Everything stucks here, no boundation of the time.
Positivity all around here, no existence of crime.
Even negativity from my inside, now has gone.
No one knows here, that the Death is actually, Actually to Born.
 
Samar Sudha
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Deep Thoughts Ii
 
A moment I found that where I have been stuck'
 
Nothing left in heart but the emptiness'
 
Changes fill enthusiasm which I have already observed'
 
But what makes lives worth living, a question required to get solved'
 
Casually suggested other that don't let things come over to you'
 
But when weight got on my heart, I have to been through'
 
Conscience doesn't let the things bear'
 
But heart has no choice, to flow of the tears '
 
Insomnia fills anxiety in mind'
 
Just grab the chance and up it bind'
 
In these deep thinking, started dozing off'
 
Life will be normal and would be flying on the top'
 
Samar Sudha
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''Depth Of My Life''
 
''Nothing new in me, but Time changes mine life, Colours have logics of One's
Eyes.''
 
''Black, Blue nd many have shades of Brown, Luck is the thing, which gives one
full sky and other to wear Grown.''
 
''Thing comes to me like Ocean's flow, and gone back by God's Law.''
 
''I looked life, its things are own, but when go away, made me Down.''
 
''Life is empty and nothing to Keep, what did I get in this much Deep''
 
? Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Devil Or Angel
 
“In night my devil made me awake
Asking, Who is better and who is fake”
 
“Angel also started shine,
In my absence, nothing is fine”
 
“Angel says, I give you ways
Where to go, where no to stay”
 
“Devil said my colour is crimson red
In my existence everything gets bad”
 
“Without me no one has moral and value
Angels are better, let me tell you”
 
“In nights don't make argue with devils
We have contacts with witches and evils
 
Angels, don't have such power
We are actually the nights star”
 
“Devil, Nights never last forever,
Don't try to be over clever
 
After sun shine you will lost your sense
You well known of it, there is nothing suspense”
 
“In Angel, Devils fight I just get irritate
Shut up you both, it's actually mind state”
 
“If one has Control over his mind,
Everything visualizes even he is blind”
 
“Where something is right, wrong also exist,
What is True or false, we just need to fix it”
 
“As Angels take the positivity ride,
where devils show its negative side”
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“Bitter, Sweet, Salty and its aroma essence,
Life is adequate just because in your both presence”
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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''Ecstasy Of A Butterflie''
 
''Wondered to see,
 these luscious Flowers.''
 
''Blossoming everywhere,
like drops of Shower.''
 
''WISH! My ecstasy,
would has that Power.''
 
''Days come true! those for me,
are so Far.''
 
 
Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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''El Amor'' Es Omnipresente
 
'Brotes de flores, en sus pétalos,
La fragancia eres tu'
 
 
'' Golpe de los corazones, en sus latidos
Ese sonido eres tu''
 
 
'' Dioses rezan, en su confianza
Esa bendición eres tu''
 
 
'' Tú, sólo Tú, sólo tú'
 
Translated by Mes Ami LIZA!
 
Samar Sudha
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'Essence Of Love'
 
'Lets sprinkle the essence of love in the Air,
Needle of the time has not more circles in spare'
 
'Moments to be enjoyed with affection,
Allow the circumstances to make satisfaction '
 
'Stairs are now visible of Angel world,
Will might be flying as Loving Birds'
 
'Or would gonna surf on nectar sea,
Thus how will finish the story of 'We'
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Essences Of Valentine
 
'In this romantic season of love,
let the essences of love sprinkle in this Air.'
 
'Let the destiny to find the special one for you'
 
'There will be no more pain of loneliness,
Companion of lifetime is waiting for your response.'
 
'Let the roses are blossoming for them,
Let the love to nourished for them'
 
'Three words are waiting to speak,
Let the unsaid words to be revealed'
 
'Hugs and kisses will be less to express the real Love,
Plan for the best with the one, for more than above'
 
'Nights will get short but the memories would last forever,
Be fare with your valentine, the moments won't come back ever'
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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''Existence In This Air''
 
''Feeling your Existence, in this Air.''
''The sound has made by floating hair.''
''That says my Love is near.''
''The place in heaven, he wanna share.''
''Now I don't have this life's fear.''
''The one for whom i had care.''
''Wish has fulfilled for which I did Prayer'
 
Samar Sudha
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Glitter Of Sobs
 
''Can you see, the Glitter in my eye.
 
Its not coz of blisses, but coz of sobs.
 
''You can see my Glossy lips,
 
It even gets silent, coz of your Absence''
 
''You know you filled Colours in my life as Dark as a Rose red
 
but with my tears, its Petals get wet''
 
''Colours getting fade as I shunned by You.
 
it wasn't fake affection, for you it was True''
 
Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Irrevocable Days
 
'Behind branches, my Moon shines'
 
'Distance we have, it defines'
 
'Down side as, it has a lake'
 
'Due to AUTUMN, the tree got naked'
 
'Which made my Moons appear'
 
'but after SPRING, the sight would be rare'
 
'After a circle, the Day will come again'
 
'You would be here, but I will gonna change'
 
Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Knowledge
 
The most important thing that requires to stand on the path of this Life's journey,
 
 
to face and get rid of all the hurdles and keep walking towards the Goal.
 
We started our life from our home,
 
where The God gave us himself but as a Mom.
 
But she has to push us out by squeezing her heart,
 
Because to live in the world, there is an Art.
 
To live in this cruel world, by knowledge you have to be a richer,
 
And for that everyone requires a Teachers.
 
They start their teaching from writing to Speak,
 
Thus how we become stronger where we been so weak.
 
In this been they become harsh for sometime,
 
Its even for us because to educate us for them actually prime.
 
They are instructor that show us right path & right ways,
 
Teachers are actually the God's grace and Divines rays
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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'Lamenting Girls Is This World'
 
'Say to clouds come down,
 
Wash my eyes by its own.'
 
'Tears has over in my eyes,
 
But sobs are there in my mind.'
 
'Shower the rain all over the world,
 
This is not a story about a Girl.'
 
'Feticide, Rape and all Exertion,
 
Comes the same in a single portion.'
 
'Inhumanity growing in world as weed,
 
Should needed better, even hard to treat.'
 
'The Law seems here even powerless,
 
Which making world worst as Mess.'
 
'Where, Which doors to knock?
 
All has stuck as the Rock.'
 
'We living in the World where brothers want protection, for their sisters,
 
But why having negative thoughts,
 
for others o mister?
 
'Please look the World with same eyes,
 
After Loosing a time, won't get same life'
 
'Give Respect if you wanna get back,
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Thus life circles will come back on the track '
 
'Girls are nectar of the same God's ocean,
 
Keep fight against baby gals abortion'
 
'Rise your voice if there's any mishap,
 
Before we get knitted in its Trap!
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Life On Its Edge
 
'What the title reflects?
 
It says about life's edge'
 
 
'Edge, where life has nothing,
 
nothing to achieve.
 
 
But wait is there,
 
that it will gonna over in this believe'
 
 
'No power, no strength but there's just weakness,
 
All attempts get fail and everything goes mess.'
 
 
'Power gets off even needed speckles for eye sight.
 
No teeth are there, taste of buds even goes light'
 
 
'Shivering body, noddy head and even shivering hands,
 
Preparing to settle at new but unknown land'
 
 
'No sound, silent life, people behave them rude,
 
Hey youngsters, their lives are on edge and To be Continued! '
 
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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''Love'' Is Omnipresents
 
''Flowers buds, in its petals,
The fragrance is YOU''
''Hearts beat, in its beating
The sound thats YOU''
''Gods pray, in its trust
The Blessing thats YOU''
''You, only You, just YOU''
 
Samar Sudha
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Love Of The God
 
'Love has power, power of Divine
 
It fills meaning of one life,
 
Love is the gift, Gift that gets of fortune,
 
Rather you aren't going for,
 
but Some divines put you in.
 
Without love, Life is like blank book,
 
Like in darkness one tries to look.
 
There are some shoulder made for each and Everyone,
 
To let your self lean and get relax.
 
But when you are shrugged off by own,
 
God himself comes and give you calmness.
 
Be believer of God, he will always with you.
 
Either anyone loves you or not but he will.
 
We find gains and such things in sake of Love,
 
But in his way he always just make you feel better even how wrong or bad you
are!
 
He has his own way to spread love in one life, We should have such a trust and
would get that we need to have! ! ! !
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Mistakes
 
'I' makes mistakes and keep making on.
Where were my intentions or where have been gone.
 
'Mistakes could be improved, if it hits on heart'.
But I think 'I' has lost that art.
 
Chances were there, but I was lethargic to grab them.
Which filled sob in my heart because didn't know how to stab them.
 
Tried to catch, which was dropping down.
Without hardship, no one could have the king's crown.
 
Made worthless effort or something worthy it was.
It seems easy but life is actually cinders path.
 
I have to walk through, on those hard ways.
After a dark night there are blessing days.
 
I should wait for the Sun, to shine.
Which 'I' messed, to correct them and to refine.
 
After making a mistake one gets a lesson,
If positivity reflected on its reaction.
 
Get lessons but don't repeat them all,
To make mistakes isn't life's Goal.
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Nature And Its Traits
 
'Beside the life there is an another race,
with the Nature and its traits.'
 
'Nature works like Luck, In moment sun shines and in other moment it sat off,
As thing comes in life and just goes off.'
 
'Sometimes it shows the path and other moment just lost the way.'
 
'Sometimes work the fortune and sometimes punishes because of deed.'
 
'Sometimes it gives the shelter and other ways no place to stand on.'
 
'Sometimes it gives words to express it and sometimes it keeps leave it unsaid.'
 
'Sometimes it is so polite but in a moment it becomes harsh.'
 
'Sometimes it gives wings to fly in the sky and other moment it digs under own
soul.'
 
'In a moment it puts velocity and second moment slows it down.'
 
'Sometimes it plays sweet melody
and other moment it keeps quiet.'
 
'Sometimes it fills the gap and other hand it parts.
This is actually the Nature traits and its Art.'
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Phase Of Life
 
Phase of Life
 
&quot;In life, I had many doors of opportunity
But failed to find, which to knock.
 
Exploring the tastes of life but
It was the wrong path where I walked.&quot;
 
&quot;Now have lost what I had,
Wherever I touch, just getting bad.&quot;
 
&quot;Hard phase of my life, hard were nights
but in heart, positivity, which getting bright.&quot;
 
&quot;Hard to live, the life on this earth
but to live in that phase is actually Worth.&quot;
 
&quot;Challenges are always there, to making you stronger or weaken,
everything happens for a specific reason.&quot;
 
&quot;One get succeeded if found the actual goal.
Only then could get the contentment of the soul.&quot;
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Pyaar Mera Wasse Har Thaien
 
Phula'n diya'n Kaliya'n,
Kaliya'n diya'n Kalma'n,
Kalma'n di Khushbu ch tu'n, ''
''Dil di Dhadkan,
Dhadkan di Tadpan,
Tadpan di chu'n ch tu'n''
''Khuda di Ibaadat,
Ibaadat di Rehmat,
Rehmat di Ruh ch tu'n''
''Bas tu'n, sirf tu'n. tu'n hi tu'n
 
Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Raksha Bandhan
 
''RAKSHA BANDHAN''
 
'Soft thread for some while'
 
'Promise ties for whole Life'
 
'Promise for Protection'
 
'Promise for Love'
 
'Promise to Care,
 
Promise that no Tears'
 
'Promise to live life together,
 
How much farther even whether'
 
'Promise to share life's bliss and sorrow,
 
Promise, will not go away Tomorrow'
 
'Promise to get same sibling in Next,
 
Promise to be the birds of the same Nest''
? Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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'Stains Rain In The Sake Of 'Vain'
 
''Wish! could stop those moments, when you left me.
 
Mistakes we've  done, in the sake of our Vain''
 
 
''Wish! Somebody helped me, to correct me.
 
then hadn't need to fall, this tears Rain''
 
 
''Wish! You could see the pain in eyes,
 
because it is really hard, to wash a character's Stain''
 
Samar Sudha
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The Guru Nanak Dev Ji
 
'A speck by being, But spendthrift of his thoughts'
 
'Parasite from formless, credible meaning whatever he wrote'
 
'A teetotaller but sedated by Holy words (Naam) .
Wings of destiny fly like a bird'
 
'A Stoic but spokesman of other,
A sceptic of such customs and also veteran'
 
'Who alives caring in heart of callous,
who has vogue of convalescence for negativity'
 
'But people behaved him as a hypocrite.
It was his deed that had to bite'
 
'By pedestrian who roamed the World,
Lessons who tought shine like sword'
 
'Who arises fatality in being for God,
Who was himself a form of Lord'
 
'Lessons he gave was posthumous after him,
By reading them I got a swing'
 
'Where there is Panacea for all diseases,
Optimization where it was pessimistic'
 
'Take his words and Leave all these nationalism secularism and war,
Don't know when there would be that Avtar'
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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The True Writer ''God''
 
'Jesus, Allah, Krishna and all LORD,
in different forms but the same “GOD”'
 
'No can imagine in their thoughts,
Even knowledge of the eminent’s got shrink and short'
 
'Some cruellity born with immoral taught,
actual aim for being human they forgot'
 
'kindness and Humanity were sailed on boat,
when Guru Arjun Dev, Jesus was killed brutally
 
By king’s tort'
 
'Inhumane’s cases definitely ran in selfexistant’s court,
 
because happened what,
which the true writer wrote'
 
Samar Sudha
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The World Existed On Lap Of My  ''Mom''
 
''In Womb she carried me, with the help of whom, I took my first step by holding
her Finger.
 
As she  knew all my needs, her Lullaby made me fallen sleep, No she is not a
Singer''
 
''Made all innocent faces and excuses along with me, for me she actutally
Pretend.
 
As I looked a child in herself because she knew it even that I needed a Friend''
 
''She made all funny sounds, even tried to talk by twisting her Tongue.
 
Coz my speech wasn't good, I used to say:  Chewing  Gum to  Twing Gum''
 
''Now its was the Time to go School,
 
to learn  this life's tougher Rules''
 
''Everytimes her blesses with me,
 
though I could walk alone, on Street''
 
''She helped me to Climb this life's Stairs,
 
tought me Moral nd Values  and not to be Sacred''
 
''As now I am standing on my feet,
 
it just  because of all her ment of Treat''
 
''These all thoughts are not mine,
all  of her,
 
even I didn't know how to Define''
 
''All Saints say that the  Universe existed  inside a  word of ''OM''
 
But for me, My world existed  on lap of my 'MOM'
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SamarSudha
 
Samar Sudha
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Today I'M  Breathing
 
'Today I'm Breathing, there won't be tomorrow,
 
 
All sun shines here, there would be sorrow'
 
 
'Life will become faint, even honey of beehives,
 
 
Happiness would be then, the Treasure of a Life'
 
 
'Full of strength do have now, will become weak.
 
 
Now used to stern, then couldn't even to be seek.'
 
 
'Self Independence is now, seems like liberty.
 
 
Wish! with good deeds, would get incredible Eternity'
 
 
'Goal to earn blesses, but with earned some curse,
 
 
With the Lord's will, one blessed early to have ride on hearse'
 
 
'In Earthly life, I always was writhing,
 
 
Expecting for good End, and yet I'm. Breathing'
 
- Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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'Transcendence By Divine'
 
'Nights are black but mine were Blue,
 
Not a poetic phrase, but its True'
 
 
'wherever I went, hard luck was there,
 
Were finding the bliss but found tears'
 
 
'Dust was there that couldn't be cleaned,
 
It was a part of my life that can't be weaned'
 
 
'As Divine plays its play,
 
Transcendence got on my way'
 
 
'Similar day it was and nothing new,
 
But drastically changed, my thinking my view'
 
 
'A lesson I had which never been read,
 
Along the sobs, nobody could lead'
 
 
'Respecting the rules, with what we engaged,
 
Nature shows us, what it's trait'
 
 
'After the day, on my way I don't get rocks,
 
Because I had gotten the master key of locks'
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'Answers of questions have been revealed,
 
Wherever I could see, I can read'
 
 
'No power no money, could make you satisfy,
 
But with the sacred words, we can fly'
 
 
'Accepting the order from where we came,
 
All is fake, and it just a game'
 
 
'Journey of the soul will meet it's End,
 
Thus how Divine shows me the Transcendence'
 
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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'Wisdom By A Dream'
 
'WISDOM By A DREAM'
 
It was a dream, but a lesson too..
Neither it was fake, nor could say true...
 
Bitter but the better, it was meant for...
Wisdom was there, to ripe from the core...
 
Flood waters was all around there, but me was firm...
Wasn't any divine power in me, but holding by arm....
 
Who was holding my hand, this one also a being...
But it left my hand, in sake of some thing...
 
I have been floated away, from an end...
But It turns its direction, as there was a curve bend...
 
But suddenly I was stuck, middle of the way...
Thought there is something for me, that let me stays...
 
Innocence or what, a stupendous madness in me...
Things taking advantages, and letting me free...
 
What's the Tendency of beings, I didn't have that idea..
How to find it or which is the criteria...
 
But this wisdom, had granted by the God...
It was the way, he used on me to taught..
 
Still I'm flaunting in same but the path comes always new...
Still stopped by things, but now me having a VIEW..
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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'Words Of Fantasy World'
 
Golden era, sprinkler all around'
'Fantasy of a one has no bound'
 
'Walk through the branches, as walking a deer,
Blurred vision even gets clear'
 
'In presence the aroma, I could have from such a far,
Long golden black her hairs are'
 
'Oceans deepness, in her diamonds eyes,
Lips like strawberry or sometimes choco pie'
 
'In her voice, the seducing melody,
Motions of mine, just burst out badly'
 
'When she shown her smile,
Pearl of shells even go shy'
 
'What is the definition of an angel,
She was more than that, who just rang my bells'
 
'As incredible as universe is,
her existence stirs my mind like buzz and bizz'
 
'It was just fantasy, which came one night,
Too clear the picture or put some light'
 
'We can think what comes in our heart,
World is beautiful, an unbelievable art'
 
'nobody could see it with bare eyes,
Beauty of the nature has no limit, no size'
 
-Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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''Wordsless Beauty''
 
''Pearl comes over,
to a shell.''
 
''So beautiful,
that hard to spell.''
 
''Even seems,
like an angel eye.''
 
''Relation with whom,
gonna tie.''
 
''With Sun,
It gets its reflection.''
 
''Explained all without any words,
neither any action.''
 
''Such a day,
as here has risen''
 
''By heart wanna love,
not by vision''
Samar Sudha
 
Samar Sudha
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?????? ?? ?????????? ??
 
'???? ?? ??? ??, ????? ??? ??? ??.'
 
 
'???? ?? ?? ??? ??. ??? ?? ? ??? ??.'
 
 
'???? ?? ???? ???? ??. ?? ????? ?? ????? ??.'
 
 
'???? ??? ??? ???? ?? ???, ????? ??? ?? ?? ???? ???.'
 
 
'?? ??? ???? ?? ????, ??????? ??? ?? ???? ??????.'
 
 
'??? ??? ????? ???? ??? ??, ?? ???? ??? ?????????? ?? ??? ??.'
 
 
'??? ??? ?? ?????, ?? ??? ?? ???? ????. ?? ????? ?? ??? ?????? ?????.'
 
 
'??? ?? ????, ???? ?????? ??????. ??? ?? ???? ???? ?? ?? ???? ???? ?? ????'
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'?????? ?????? ??? ???? ?? ??? ???
???? ????, ???? ?? ??? ???'
 
'???? ?? ??, ??? ????? ?????
???? ????? ??, ?? ????? ??? ??'
 
'????? ????, ?? ???? ???? ???
?? ?? ????, ???? ????? ????'
 
'???? ??? ??, ???? ?????? ??
???? ????, ??? ??? ????? ??'
 
'???? ????? ?? ????, ?? ?? ????
???? ?? ???, ?? ????? ??????'
 
'????? ?? ?? ?????? ???
??? ??? ??? ????? ???'
 
'?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ?? ??? ?????
?? ???? ?? ????? ?? ?? ?? ??????'
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'???? ?? ?? ?????? ?? ???, ?? ???? ?? ?? ??? ???;
 
???? ????? ?? ???? ?????, ???? ???? ?? ?? ?? ???'
 
'???? ????? ???? ? ?????, ??? ????? ?? ? ?? ???;
 
??? ????, ???? ??? ????; ???? ???? ?? ? ??? ??? ???.'
 
-??? ????
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